
SALTO CLOUD-BASED LOCKING SOLUTION



SALTO KS SOLUTION MAKES ACCESS CONTROL A
SMARTER WAY TO MANAGE ACCESS FOR SMALL AND
MEDIUM BUSINESS.
Its proven reliability and recognised stability brings wireless access control to

every business, providing vastly better functionality and performance than is

possible in a traditional mechanical solution with a flexible management system

that requires no software installation nor the cost of a fully-wired electronic

product - all you need is an online device with an Internet connection.
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BENEFITS

STOP REPLACING LOCKS

With SALTO KS, there’s no need to replace a lock if keys are lost  

or stolen. Simply block the tags and assign new ones.

CONTROL WHO GOES WHERE AND WHEN

Saltoks.com allows you to individually define who 

can enter which doors during which time periods.

OPEN DOORS REMOTELY

With SALTO KS’ one-time password technology, users can  

open doors remotely without a key.

GAIN ACTIVITY INSIGHTS

Receive notifications regarding  

door and user activity.
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HOW IT WORKS
Access control, on the go and in real-time.

SALTOKS.COM AND MOBILE APP

Your portal to your account, where you can  

create access groups, manage users and view 

entries to your properties from your computer 

or mobile devices.

IQ

The IQ is the hub of a system.

Finds the best connectivity to communicate with 

SALTO KS locks and the SALTO KS apps.

DOOR LOCKS

The SALTO cylinder and escutcheon are specially 

designed to fit different profile doors; even narrow profile 

framed doors. They can be installed on exterior doors 

as well. SALTO offers a wide range of finishes to choose 

from.

TAG

An RFID tag that makes keys a thing of the past.

The tag triggers the lock to engage within

seconds so visitors or staff can enter easily

and according to their access rights.
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CONTROL WITH CONVENIENCE.
SALTO KS ACCOUNT

A SALTO KS account allows you to define who goes where and when in a

building. Create profiles for users, assign or block tags, define which doors

they may enter on which days, at which times.

OPEN ANY  

DOOR REMOTELY

MESSAGES  

AND ALERTS

BANK LEVEL 

SECURITY
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MULTIPLATFORM

You can manage SALTO KS 
cloud-based access control from 
any device – phone, tablet, pc - all 
you need is an online device with 
an Internet connection.
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RELIABILITY

Ensuring real-time monitoring and 
immediately solving any issues 
that may arise.



The IQ receives all changes and settings from the SALTO KS applications 

and ensures that all access points are updated within seconds.

The IQ serves as the brain of a system, and can be extended by adding 

additional repeaters if needed.

An IQ can have a distance of 10 meters from an access point.

Adding a Repeater will extend the reach by another 10 meters.

GLOBAL CELLULAR  
CONNECTION,  

NO WIFI REQUIRED

EASY SET-UP 40 METERS

COMMUNICATE WITH ALL DOORS, AT ONCE.
IQ
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Door access points are equipped with wireless SALTO wireless locks,

which takes commands from the IQ inside the property.

Take any combination of locks to manage access throughout a whole  

property or even across different properties in different locations.

BATTERY OPERATED 
LOCKS

RAIN AND WEATHER  
FRIENDLY (IP66 RATING,  

DEPENDING ON THE MODEL)

SALTO PRODUCTS CAN 
BE FOUND IN OVER 90 COUNTRIES 

AROUND THE WORLD

GIVE DOORS AN UPGRADE.
SOLUTIONS FOR VIRTUALLY EVERY ACCESS POINT.
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FLEXIBILITY

SALTO KS customers don’t need 
to worry about the number of doors 
allowed, as SALTO KS is effectively 
infinite in size.
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WIRE-FREE 
LOCKING SOLUTION

Smart, secure, and easy to install, 
SALTO’s electronic locks don’t need 
hard-wiring and won’t sacrifice 
security.
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Tags replace your ring of keys and grant designated access to visitors, 

staff, or even delivery services whenever it’s appropriate for them to

enter. Simply assign a tag, and define when and where that tag can go.

Lost tags are inevitable; simply block and assign a new one.

Even receive a notification if someone tries to enter with a blocked tag.

EASY BLOCK  
& UNBLOCK

MIFARE DESIRE  
EV.1 TECHNOLOGY

TAG SHARING

SAY GOODBYE TO COPYING KEYS.
TAGS
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ONE TAG, 
UNLIMITED KEYS

A single tag works for multiple 
SALTO KS accounts, and is 
compatible with SALTO SVN as 
well.
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SALTO SYSTEMS
The access control company you can rely on:

www.saltosystems.com

Copyright © 2016 SALTO Systems [KaaS] Keys as a Service ®
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To find your SALTO dealer visit:
www.saltoks.com


